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Sebo Automatic XP10 30cm
Single Motor Upright Vacuum

Variant code: 16-90547GB

The Sebo Automtaic XP 10 is the intelligent all-
rounder for any type of floor. The brush
automatically sets to the optimum height for your
floor whether it's hard floor or carpet. The low
handle weight assures easy vacuuming and the
maintenance of the machine is quick and easy -
so you can continue with the cleaning. The
telescopic tube and tools are conveniently
located and ready for instant use. The Sebo
Automatic XP 10 can even work when completely
flat. With their low-profile design, they make it
easy to clean under furniture. Key Features
Automatic Adjustment - The sensor controlled
automatic height adjustment measures brush
action and sets itself to the optimum position,
from smooth floor to high pile carpet. On smooth
floors a sealing strip behind the brush ensures
even fine dust is picked up. A-Rated Filteration -
The SEBO AUTOMATIC XP is designed to protect
the user from harmful dust and also to give the
highest levels of filtration. The sealable high-
filtration bag ensures hygienic removal of
collected dust from the vacuum cleaner.
Combined with the pre-motor and post-motor
microfilters, the overall filtration is rated “A”. Works
when flat - The SEBO AUTOMATIC XP works even
when it is completely flat. With a low-profile
design, it can reach under furniture for all-round
cleaning performance. Easy Brush Change - When
it needs replacing – which is indicated by a red
light – or just to clean hair and fibre, the brush
roller can be removed just by pressing a button.
Integrated Hose and Wand - The hose and wand
have a combined reach of 2.60m and the built-in
crevice and upholstery nozzles are ideal for
cleaning furniture and inaccessible areas.
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